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mjC histone demethylase KDM4A
integrates substrate dynamics, correlated motions
and molecular orbital control†

Rajeev Ramanan, a Shobhit S. Chaturvedi, a Nicolai Lehnert, b

Christopher J. Schofield, c Tatyana G. Karabencheva-Christova *a

and Christo Z. Christov *a

The N3-methyl lysine status of histones is important in the regulation of eukaryotic transcription. The Fe(II)

and 2-oxoglutarate (2OG) -dependent JmjC domain enzymes are the largest family of histone N3-methyl

lysine demethylases (KDMs). The human KDM4 subfamily of JmjC KDMs is linked with multiple cancers

and some of its members are medicinal chemistry targets. We describe the use of combined molecular

dynamics (MD) and Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) methods to study the

mechanism of KDM4A, which catalyzes demethylation of both tri- and di-methylated forms of histone

H3 at K9 and K36. The results show that the oxygen activation at the active site of KDM4A is optimized

towards the generation of the reactive Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate. Factors including the substrate binding

mode, correlated motions of the protein and histone substrates, and molecular orbital control

synergistically contribute to the reactivity of the Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate. In silico substitutions were

performed to investigate the roles of residues (Lys241, Tyr177, and Asn290) in substrate orientation. The

Lys241Ala substitution abolishes activity due to altered substrate orientation consistent with reported

experimental studies. Calculations with a macrocyclic peptide substrate analogue reveal that induced

conformational changes/correlated motions in KDM4A are sequence-specific in a manner that

influences substrate binding affinity. Second sphere residues, such as Ser288 and Thr289, may

contribute to KDM4A catalysis by correlated motions with active site residues. Residues that stabilize key

intermediates, and which are predicted to be involved in correlated motions with other residues in the

second sphere and beyond, are shown to be different in KDM4A compared to those in another JmjC

KDM (PHF8), which acts on H3K9 di- and mono-methylated forms, suggesting that allosteric type

inhibition is of interest from the perspective of developing selective JmjC KDM inhibitors.
1. Introduction

Epigenetic processes regulate eukaryotic development and are
involved in diseases, including cancer, metabolic syndromes,
and brain disorders.1 Post-translational modications of
histone tails in nucleosomes, including via reversible lysine-
and arginine N-methylation and demethylation, are crucial
mechanisms of transcriptional regulation (Scheme 1).2,3

There are nine groups of identied human N3-methyl lysine
demethylases (KDMs) (KDM1-9) which act on different N3-
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methylation states and histone substrate sequence selectiv-
ities.3,4 The KDM1 subfamily, or lysine-specic demethylases
(LSDs), are avin-dependent enzymes that catalyze demethyla-
tion of di- and mono-methylated forms of lysine-4 in histone 3
Scheme 1 N3-Lysine methylation and demethylation of histone H3
play important roles in the regulation of transcription.
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(H3K4me2/me1) substrates.3a KDM2-9 are non-heme Fe(II) – and
2-oxoglutarate (2OG) – dependent Jumonji C (JmjC) domain-
containing oxygenases that are capable of catalyzing
Fig. 1 Outline of catalytic cycle for the JmjC KDMs.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
demethylation of all three N3-lysine methylation states.3b–d

KDM2-9 employ an Fe(II) cofactor, and 2OG and O2 as cosub-
strates. The chemical basis of the underlying differences in
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961 | 9951
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selectivity between the JmjC KDM subfamilies is poorly
understood.

The human KDM4 subfamily comprises ve multi-domain
enzymes (KDM4A–E),5 which catalyze demethylation of the tri-
and di-methylated lysine residue K9 in histone H3 N-terminal
tails (H3K9me3/me2).5,6 KDM4A–C (which have >50%
sequence identity over their core JmjC domain, JmjN, two plant
homeodomains (PHD) and two hybrid Tudor domains)5 also
catalyze H3K36me3/me2 demethylation, but KDM4D/E do not.7

Demethylation of H3K9me3 by the JmjC KDM4s facilitates an
open chromatin state, contributing to transcriptional activa-
tion.8 Multiple common cancers, including breast,9 prostate,10

and lung11 cancer are associated with KDM4A gene over-
expression.10c,11c,12–14 Thus, KDM4 and other JmjC KDMs are
being pursued as targets for anti-cancer therapeutics.15

The JmjC KDM catalytic cycle is proposed to follow the
consensus for 2OG oxygenases, as established by spectro-
scopic,16 kinetic,17 and computational studies,18 (Fig. 1). In the
resting enzyme, the Fe(II) is octahedrally-coordinated by His-
188, Glu-190 and His-276 (for KDM4A) and two to three water
molecules. 2OG binding to A generate B (Fig. 1), is followed by
that of the substrate, then dioxygen. Work with multiple non-
heme Fe(II) enzymes reveals that the presence of a substrate is
necessary for productive oxygen binding and reaction to form
a ferric-superoxo complex (RC1, Fig. 1). Oxidative decarboxyl-
ation of 2OG results in CO2 and an Fe-linked succinyl peroxide
intermediate IM1 (Fig. 1). Subsequent O–O homolysis gives
a ferryl intermediate (IM2, Fig. 1) (S¼ 2,M¼ 5), which abstracts
a hydrogen from the substrate to give IM3; a subsequent
rebound (IM3 to PD) provides a hemiaminal, which eliminates
formaldehyde to provide the demethylated product.19 Water
ligation regenerates the resting state. The nal step likely
proceeds non-enzymatically, at least for some Fe(II)/2OG
oxygenases.19

The JmjC KDMs have a characteristic distorted double
stranded beta-helix (DSBH) core fold, as conserved in 2OG
oxygenases.20 Elements surrounding the core DSBH fold are
subfamily characteristic and are involved in substrate binding.21

One end of the DSBH supports the active site containing the
single Fe ion. The KDM4 catalytic domains also contain a Zn
binding site which is structurally important.21a,c Single substi-
tutions of residues, not in the immediate vicinity of the Fe-
center, can impact substantially on KDM4 activity, e.g. second
sphere residue substitutions in KDM4A (e.g. K241A, ST288-
289TV/NV/GG) can ablate activity.22b Similarly, the ST288-
289AI KDM4A substitution alters binding of both di- and tri-
methylated H3-K9me2/3 substrates.22

Computational studies on KDMs have been focused on the
conformational dynamics and the reaction mechanism in the
KDM7 (ref. 23) enzymes and dioxygen binding in KDM4A.24

There is little understanding of the key interactions involved in
directing the reaction mechanism of KDM4A and how these
differ between KDMs in different subfamilies. Knowledge of
long-range correlated motions important in catalysis is not only
of basic mechanistic interest, but by identifying enzyme specic
processes it may help enable the design of selective inhibitors.
9952 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961
We report studies aimed at testing the proposal that,
although the catalytic domains of KDMs appear to employ the
same mechanisms and share substantial structural similarity,
catalytically important interactions unique to specic sets of
KDMs exist. We envisaged that in addition to enzyme-specic
rst-sphere catalytic residues, there would be a broader
enzyme-specic network of correlated motions and interactions
between residues directly involved in catalysis and second
sphere and beyond residues. We carried out molecular
dynamics (MD) and quantum mechanical/molecular mechan-
ical (QM/MM) calculations on the roles of structural dynamics
and long-range correlated motions in KDM4A with two types of
substrate – histone H3 peptides and a tight binding unnatural
macrocyclic peptide substrate analogue.21c These results are
further compared to those for KDM7B (PHF8) from previous
work, and interesting differences are analyzed and related back
to the substrate specicity of these enzymes.

2. Methodology

Crystal structures of the catalytic domain of KDM4A bound to
the H3(7–12)K9me3 natural substrate (PDB ID: 2OQ6)21a or to
a cyclic peptide substrate analogue/inhibitor (PDB ID: 5LY1)
were used.21c A crystal structure of PHF8 complexed with an
H3(1–14)K4me3K9me2 substrate fragment (PDB ID: 3KV4)21b

was treated similarly to the KDM4 structures. Amber16 was
used for the MD simulations.25 ChemShell suite of programs
was used for QM/MM calculations.26,27 The QM calculations
were performed with Turbomole,28 and MM with DL_POLY
soware.29 All geometries were optimized using the B3LYP30

density functional theory with the def2-SVP (split valence
polarization) basis set (B1) which can reproduce accurate
barriers and electronic structure for Fe metal containing sys-
tems.23a,31,32 Details are provided in ESI† of the article.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Conformational exibility and correlated motions in the
reactant complex: Fe(III)-superoxo complex with H3(7–12)
K9me3

To date the proposed reactive intermediates in KDM4 catalysis
have not been characterized experimentally, hence we carried
out studies on the KDM4A Fe(III)–O2$2OG$H3(7–12)K9me3
complex (RC1 in Fig. 1), initially by performing an MD simu-
lation of 1 ms (Fig. 3). The KDM4A active site orients both 2OG
and O2 for apparently productive reaction during the entire 1 ms
MD simulation. Distance plots reecting the relative orientation
of the O2 derived atoms and 2OG (Fig. 3) and between the tri-
methylated N3-lysine and the proximal oxygen from O2 (Op–N)
show only small variations, implying a stable enzyme–substrate
complex. The 2OG and the substrate orientations are stabilized
by hydrogen bonds and other interactions (Fig. 2 and S2c in
ESI†). The C5 oxygens of 2OG (O3 and O4 in Fig. 3) are stabilized
by polar interactions with Tyr132 and Lys206. Asn198 forms
a stable hydrogen bond with O1 oxygen of 2OG. The results thus
imply that Tyr132, Lys206, and Asn198, stabilize productive
binding of 2OG to Fe, as implied by the crystal structures.21a,c
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 Distances between the dioxygen derived proximal oxygen (Op) to the substrate N-methyl N (Op–N) (in red) and of the distal oxygen (Od)
to the 2OG co-substrate (C2–Od) (in black) during the 1 ms simulation. The x-axis denotes time in ns, and the y-axis denotes distance in Å. Atom
labels are shown in the inset.

Fig. 2 Views of the KDM4A$Fe(III)$O2-substrate (H3(7–12)K9me3) complex. (a) Geometry of the optimized ferric-superoxo [Fe(III)–O2] complex
for KDM4A. (b) The quantum mechanical region used in calculations. Wiggly lines define the boundary of the QM/MM partition. The views were
derived from a modeled structure of Fe(III)–O2 complexed with H3(7–12)K9me3 (based PDB: 2OQ6) as described in Methods.

Edge Article Chemical Science
Due to correlated motions, second sphere residues not
directly coordinated to the metal ion can inuence catalysis.33 To
investigate roles of correlated motions in KDM4A catalysis, we
carried out dynamic cross-correlation analyses (DCCA)34 for the
KDM4A Fe(III)-superoxo$H3(7–12)K9me3 complex (RC1 in
Fig. 2). The results (Fig. 4) reveal strong correlated motions
between residues 258–300 and 188–213. His-188 and Glu-190 are
Fig. 4 Motions in the Fe(III)–O2$2OG H3(7–12)K9me3 complex. (a) Dy
Residues 158–170 belong to a5 and b6; 227–234 belong to a7. (b) Princip

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
two of the three Fe-coordinating residues (see Fig. 1); Ser-288 and
Thr-289 are second sphere residues located on b15, which is one
of the 8 DSBH b-strands (secondary structure elements of
KDM4A are given in Fig. S1 of ESI†). The experimentally
observed ablation of KDM4A activity with the ST288-289TV, NV,
or GG variants and altered binding specicity for both dime-
thylated (H3-K9me2) and trimethylated (H3-K9me3) substrates
namic cross-correlation diagram with important correlations circled.
al component analysis showing the direction of motions yellow to blue.

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961 | 9953
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by ST288-289AI may thus, at least in part, be due to alterations in
correlated motions involving residues 288–289 along with other
possible alterations in the electrostatic eld.22b Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) (Fig. 4b) shows the directions of
motion of the protein and the relative exibility of specic
protein regions during the simulation.34 Backbone residues
located at a5, b6 (158 to 170) and a7 (227 to 234) show relatively
larger movements compared to other regions of the protein.
3.2 Interactions and correlated motions in the Fe(IV)]O
complex with the substrate

As a result of O2 activation, a ferryl-oxo [Fe(IV)-oxo] intermediate
(IM2 in Fig. 1), is generated in a manner established for other
2OG oxygenases (see ESI† for details of calculations). The Fe(IV)-
oxo intermediate, IM2, abstracts a hydrogen from the substrate
methyl group to give the radical cation IM3, which undergoes
rebound to give the hydroxylated intermediate PD. To investi-
gate the role of protein exibility in reactivity of Fe(IV)-oxo
intermediate IM2, a 1 ms simulation was performed (Fig. 5). The
ground state of Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate IM2 in the non-heme
iron oxygenases is in a high spin quintet state (S ¼ 2, M ¼ 5),
as shown by studies on model complexes and other non-heme
enzymes.35 The Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate prefers to abstract
a substrate methyl hydrogen through an (Fe–O) s*

z2 antibonding
orbital due to exchange-enhanced reactivity, as shown by Shaik
and coworkers.36 An electron shi diagram showing hydrogen
atom transfer (HAT) through s*

z2 is given in Fig. 5a. The results
imply that linear positioning of a substrate N3-methyl lysine
methyl group with respect to the Fe–O bond is important for
efficient catalysis. Thus, the Fe–O–N bond angle (Fig. 5c) is
a geometric determinant for HAT. The proximity of the methyl
group hydrogens to the oxygen of Fe]O is another factor that
will affect the barrier for reaction. Another possible electron
Fig. 5 Substrate dynamics for the Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate. (a) Fe(IV)-oxo i
(b) Distance of the Fe(IV)-oxo O to substrate N during the 1 ms simulation.
O–N angle for the 1 ms simulations. The y-axis is the angle (�).

9954 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961
shi is likely to the p* orbitals based on the angle of HAT
trajectory that emanate from a nonlinear positioning of
substrate with respect to Fe–O bond.18h,36,37 The exchange
enhanced reactivity makes the s pathway preferred over the p

pathway.36,37

MD simulations of the KDM4A Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate (IM2)
show that Tyr132 and Lys241 are positioned to make hydrogen
bonds with the C4 oxygens of succinate, and Asn198 is oriented
to make a hydrogen bond with the non-coordinating C1 oxygen
(O2) of the succinate (Fig. S6†). With KDM4A, Glu190 is posi-
tioned to make a hydrogen-bond with Asn290 in both ferric-
superoxo and ferryl-oxo intermediates (Fig. S5 and S6 in ESI†).

Whilst analysis of the long-range correlated motions in the
Fe(IV)]O complex (IM2) show a similar pattern as those for the
ferric-superoxo complex (Fig. S3†), there are differences. Over-
all, compared to the ferric-superoxo complex, the intensities of
the correlated and anticorrelated motions in the Fe(IV)]O
complex (IM2) show lower intensities, e.g. in the N-terminal
region (residues 7–200, including the Fe-ligands His188 and
Glu190), and in the C-terminal region aer residue 308
(Fig. S3†).
3.3 The rate of hydrogen atom transfer as a function of
protein exibility and geometric determinants

Hydroxylation begins with hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) fol-
lowed by a rebound process (IM2 to IM3 to PD in Fig. 1). To
evaluate the inuence of protein dynamics on the reactivity of
Fe(IV)-oxo intermediate, we carried out reaction modeling using
ve snapshots from the MD trajectory. The Fe–O–N angle
during dynamics ranges around 150� 10� (Fig. 5). The potential
energy prole for the reaction from a snapshot at 443 ns is given
in Fig. 6b. The barrier at the QM(B2)/MM level of theory with
zero-point energy correction (QM(B2+ZPE)/MM) is
ntermediate with the substrate and MO diagram for a s-trajectory HAT.
The y-axis is distance (Å) and x-axis is time (ns). (c) Variation in the Fe–

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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21.6 kcal mol�1 and without ZPE correction is 25.9 kcal mol�1.
HAT is thus rate-determining step (RDS) once substrate is
bound (Fig. 1) and forms IM3 in a slightly endothermic process.
Fig. 6 Influence of protein dynamics on catalysis and overview of the w
Potential energy profile (in kcal mol�1) for HAT and the rebound step at th
shows the barrier for multiple HAT events at the QM(B2+ZPE)/MM level
angles in degrees (�). (c) Superimposed geometries of the optimized re
Natural Orbitals (SNO) of HAT transition state with populations in pare
QM(B2+ZPE)/MM energies in kcal mol�1.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
In the optimized geometry of the transition state (TS) for the
HAT step in the enzyme surroundings (Fig. 6a), the Fe–O bond
elongates to 1.78 Å due to the transfer of an electron to the (Fe–
hole catalytic events. (a) The QM(B1)/MM optimized TS geometry. (b)
e QM(B2)/MM followed by QM(B2+ZPE)/MM level of theory. The inset
with starting geometry of the corresponding IM2. Distances are in Å;
actants for the KDM4A$Fe(IV)-oxo$H3(7–12)K9me3 complex. (d) Spin
ntheses. (e) Summary of important steps in the catalytic cycle with

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961 | 9955
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O) s*
z2 antibonding orbital. The spin natural orbitals (SNOs) of

the TS are given in Fig. 6d. The Mulliken spin densities of Fe–O
is 4.1, and the substrate is �0.5 at the TS_HAT transition state.
The spin densities of Fe–O and substrate are 4.5 and �1.0,
respectively, in IM3. Thus, the a electron from the substrate
methyl C–H bond is transferred to the Fe–O, and the b-electron
resides at the carbon radical. These processes are similar in the
other HAT steps described below. The Mulliken spin densities
and charges of intermediates and TSs are given in Tables S3–S6
(ESI†). The O–H and H–C distances at the TS_HAT transition
state are 1.16 and 1.37 Å, respectively. The Fe–O–H angle
remains 162.5�, which is reasonably close to the ideal s trajec-
tory of 180�. Since HAT is the RDS, any deviation of Fe–O–H
angle from linearity or the O/H distances in the reactant
complex (IM2) would affect catalytic efficiency. The roles of the
Fe–O–H angle and O/H distances of IM2 on the barrier of HAT,
are demonstrated in multiple snapshots representing the
starting reactant complex (IM2). As seen from the inset in
Fig. 6b, the barrier is directly related to the distance between the
substrate methyl hydrogen and the Fe–O oxygen in IM2. Among
the tested IM2 complexes, the tightly bound substrates with the
O/H distances of 2.49 or 2.50 Å have relatively low barriers of
21.6 and 23.2 kcal mol�1. As the O/H distance in these
complexes increases to 2.81 and 2.96 Å, respectively, the
barriers increase to 28.3 and 26.1 kcal mol�1, respectively.

The Fe–O–H angle is a factor that further affects barrier for
reaction of (IM2). Thus, the barriers for the two IM2 snapshots
with comparable initial O/H distances of 2.49 and 2.50 Å are
affected by the Fe–O–H angle, i.e. the former has an Fe–O–H
angle of 150.0� and a barrier of 21.6 kcal mol�1, compared to the
latter which has an Fe–O–H angle 140.4� and a barrier of
23.2 kcal mol�1. IM2 geometries with initial O/H distances of
2.81 and 2.96 Å manifest Fe–O–H angles of 170.7� and 138.5�

and barriers of 26.1 kcal mol�1 and 28.3 kcal mol�1,
respectively.

Comparison of the residues that interact with the IM2 or
TS_HAT implies that the interactions are consistent in the
reactant complex and the transition state (Fig. S7†). It is notable
that in multiple snapshots used for HAT, the orientation of
trimethylated lysine changes while the Fe-coordination sphere
showed little change (Fig. 6c). The rebound step has a barrier of
16.4 kcal mol�1, which is lower than for the HAT step. Forma-
tion of the product (PD) from IM3 is exothermic by
41.8 kcal mol�1 at the QM(B2+ZPE)/MM level of theory. The
geometry of the optimized TS of the rebound step is given in
Fig. S8 of the ESI.† The nal hydroxylated product in the cata-
lytic cycle is a hemiaminal (carbinol amine) that can sponta-
neously dissociate to complete C–N bond cleavage.19,38
3.4 Catalytic roles of Lys241, Tyr177, and Asn290

Analysis of the reactant and optimized transition state at the
active site (Fig. 6a) imply interactions with Lys241, Tyr177, and
Asn290 directly affect substrate orientation (Fig. 6b). Thus,
substitution of these residues may impact on activity. To
investigate this, we performed MD simulations on the in silico
mutated enzyme forms; all three substitutions with Ala affected
9956 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961
reactivity. The Lys241Ala variant is of particular interest because
experimental reports showed that it ablates activity.22a With
Lys241Ala KDM4A, the reaction stalls at the succinate/ferryl
intermediate stage, i.e. does not proceed to hydroxylation; the
MD results show that the trimethylated lysine (M3L) adopts
a new non-productive orientation with the each of the variants.
Replacement of Lys241 with Ala apparently provides more space
for M3L in which to move. Substitutions of Tyr177 and Asn290
with Ala also change the binding orientation of the substrate
(Fig. 7). Hence any structural modication related to Tyr177 and
Asn290 likely has a pronounced effect on hydroxylase activity,
including complete loss of activity.

3.5 Correlated motions of the residues that stabilize the
transition states

The QM/MM calculations reveal that Tyr177, Lys241 and Asn290
contribute to stabilization of the transition states for both O2-
activation and the HAT abstraction steps (Fig. S5 and S6†).
These three residues make correlated motions with residues
belonging to the DSBH core fold, other b-strands, and a-helices
in both the Fe(III)-superoxo and Fe(IV)]O complexes as detailed
below. Tyr177 makes a correlated motion with the Ala286 from
the DSBH (b15), and Asn290 makes correlated motion with
residues from b9 (194–196) (Fig. S1† gives the KDM4A
secondary structure elements). Similarly, Lys241 from b11 also
makes strong correlations with the coordinating Zn metal
binding region. Subtle differences are visible for the correlation
of Tyr177 in the Fe(III)-superoxo compared to the Fe(IV)]O
complex. Uniquely of these residues, Tyr177 correlates with
substrate (363–364) residues in the Fe(III)-superoxo complex
(Fig. S3†). The results involving correlated motions of catalyti-
cally important residues reveal the roles of long-range interac-
tions that might control formation of intermediates on the
reaction coordinate.

3.6 The macrocyclic CP2(R6Kme3) peptide as an inhibitor
and substrate

A synthetic macrocyclic peptide (CP2) efficiently and selectively
inhibits KDM4A–C, over other KDMs including closely related
KDM4D–E.21d We investigated the dynamics of demethylation
employing a variant of CP2, i.e. the tight binding CP2(R6Kme3)
substrate. CP2 has an Arg (R6), the side chain of which projects
into the KDM4A active site in a manner resembling that of
Kme3 substrates, but its overall binding mode differs substan-
tially from that of natural substrates (Fig. 8a). With
CP2R6Kme3, both demethylation and potent inhibition are
observed, with the latter reecting tight binding of both
CP2R6Kme3 and its products.21d CP2R6Kme3 is thus an inter-
esting model for studying dynamics during demethylation
(independent of binding events). The experimentally deter-
mined binding constants for CP2 and CP2(R6Kme3) are �1000-
fold higher than for the natural substrate.21c The tight binding
of CP2(R6Kme3) and, probably, its hydroxylated/demethylated
product(s) enable effective inhibition. Consistent with this,
the binding energies calculated by MMGBSA39 (molecular
mechanics, the generalized Born model and solvent
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 7 KDM4Amutation causes changes in substrate orientation from productive to non-productive. (a) The first geometry of simulation for the
(grey) variants is overlapped with the geometry at 1000 ns (blue for Tyr177Ala; green for Lys241Ala; red for Asn290Ala). (b) Distances for the
Fe(IV)]O to substrate N3 of wildtype and KDM4A variants. y-Axis: distance in Å; x-axis: time in ns. Colors: black for WT; blue for Tyr177Ala; green
for Lys241Ala; red for Asn290Ala.

Fig. 8 Comparisons of binding interactions in CP2(R6Kme3) with those for H3(7–12)K9me3. (a) Binding of the cyclic peptide (CP2(R6Kme3)) to
KDM4A. (b) The distance of the O of the Fe]O intermediate to the N of the substrateN-methyl group during 1 ms simulation for H3(7–12)K9me3
(black) and CP2(R6Kme3) (red). The y-axis is labeled with distance in Å and x-axis with time in ns. (c) Representation of Fe–O–N angle for H3(7–
12)K9me3 (black) and CP2(R6Kme3) (red). y-Axis: angle in degrees (�).

Edge Article Chemical Science
accessibility method) imply CP2(R6Kme3) binds better than
natural peptide at both the Fe(III)-superoxo and Fe(IV)-oxo
intermediate stages. Thus, the superior binding of
CP2(R6Kme3) over natural substrate is shown for two key steps
during catalysis. The binding energy of the Fe(III)-superoxo
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
complex with CP2(R6Kme3) is 5.4 kcal mol�1 higher than the
natural substrate (H3(7–12)K9me3). Similarly, the binding
energy for CP2(R6Kme3) is 16.4 kcal mol�1 higher than natural
substrate (H3(7–12)K9me3) for Fe(IV)-oxo complex. Thus, the
reported inhibition is governed by strong binding of
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961 | 9957
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CP2(R6Kme3). The potential energy prole for ferryl-oxo
generation (O2 activation) in CP2(R6Kme3) bound KDM4A is
very similar to that for the analogous natural substrate (Fig. S9
of the ESI†). Since HAT is the rate-determining step in the
catalysis (Fig. 6), comparison of the dynamics of the con-
formationally constrained CP2(R6Kme3) at the ferryl-oxo
intermediate stage with those of a natural substrate (H3(7–12)
K9me3) are of interest (Fig. 8). The distance between Kme3 and
the Fe–O oxygen in the CP2(R6Kme3) complex shows larger
uctuations compared to the H3(7–12)K9me3 substrate (red vs.
black) (Fig. 8b). The Fe–O–N angle has a more pronounced
difference where H3(7–12)K9me3 is more linear to Fe–O than
the CP2(R6Kme3). The Fe–O–N angle in the H3(7–12)K9me3 is
�150� and is �130� for CP2(R6Kme3). As discussed for H3(7–
12)K9me3 above (Fig. 6b) the barrier for HAT relates to the
proximity of the substrate N-methyl group to the Fe(IV)-oxygen
and the Fe–O–H angle, with a more linear angle being favored.

The dependence of the barrier for HAT on conformational
changes was calculated from multiple snapshots obtained from
dynamics of CP2(R6Kme3)$Fe(IV)-oxo complex (Fig. 9). The
barrier for the initial HAT step is 21.1 kcal mol�1 for the
CP2(R6Kme3).KDM4A complex (for TS_HAT_inh in Fig. 9a). As
with H3(7–12)K9me3, a correlation between the HAT barrier
and the proximity and orientation of the substrate towards the
Fe–O oxygen was observed with CP2(R6Kme3) (Fig. 9b). Thus,
the barriers for HAT from CP2(R6Kme3) are lower for shorter
O/H initial distance and are affected by the Fe–O–H angle,
with more linear geometries lowering the barrier. Thus, even
though CP2(R6Kme3) has a substantially different binding
mode compared to H3(7–12)K9me3, the active site and second
sphere residues synergize to enable effective demethylation.

With KDM4A, the activation barriers for demethylation of
H3(7–12)K9me3 and CP2(R6Kme3) manifest a dependence on
the distance between the ferryl oxygen and the hydrogen of the
methyl group of the substrate. This contrasts with the KDM
PHF8 (ref. 23a) and two 2OG-dependent nucleic acid demethy-
lases (AlkB/AkBH2 (ref. 40)) where such correlation was not
found for the tested reactant complexes for O/H distances
(below 3.2 Å) or for the Fe–O–H angle (range between 122–167�).
The dependence of the barrier on the geometric determinants
of the hydrogen abstraction trajectory may thus be oxygenase
subfamily-specic and is affected by the protein environment.
Fig. 9 Influence of protein dynamics on the barrier in the CP2(R6Kme3) b
CP2(R6Kme3) substrate/inhibitor at the QM(B2)/MM followed by QM(B
QM(B2+ZPE)/MM level of theory with starting geometric details of the co
degrees (�).
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A comparative MD study was performed for KDM4A com-
plexed with CP2, which bears an arginine instead of the tri-
methylated lysine of CP2(R6Kme3) in the position binding
deepest at the active site as revealed by crystallographic analysis
of KDM4A in complex with CP2 and Ni.21c The tri-methylated
lysine (M3L) of CP2(R6Kme3) shows some changes in its
active site interactions compared to CP2. The interactions of
Ser288, Tyr177 and Lys241 with CP2 are weakened in the
CP2(R6Kme3) complex. Interestingly, in our MD results, the
guanidinium group of the CP2 arginine is positioned to make
a strong electrostatic interaction with the non Fe-chelating
carboxylate group of succinate when present (Fig. S10†). Note
the interaction with succinate was not observed in the reported
crystal structure of KDM4A complexed with CP2 which was
obtained under non catalytic conditions in the absence of suc-
cinate,21c under inhibition conditions succinate will be
produced by 2OG turnover. Overall, the calculations demon-
strate that CP2R6Kme3 binds stronger than the natural
substrate (H3(7–12)K9me3) to KDM4A not only in the initial
complex in agreement with experimental studies21c but also in
key intermediates during catalysis.
3.7 Comparison of correlated motions in KDM4A bound to
CP2(R6Kme3) with those for H3(7–12)K9me3

Dynamic cross-correlation studies of the KDM4A–CP2(R6Kme3)
complexes reveal that is cyclic/rigid nature likely causes changes
in the binding orientation of the substrate N-methyl group, i.e.
orienting it more perpendicular to the Fe(IV)-oxo, compared to
the H3(7–12)K9me3 complex, (Fig. 8); this may intensify the
extent of anticorrelated motions in the KDM4A–CP2(R6Kme3)
complex. The overall patterns of correlated motions are similar,
but not identical, in the CP2(R6Kme3) Fe(III) and Fe(IV) inter-
mediate complexes compared to those for H3(7–12)K9me3. In
the Fe(III)-superoxo complex with CP2(R6Kme3), there is larger
area of anticorrelated motions between residues 60–120 (b3 and
b4 of DSBH) and the rst 50 N-terminal residues that belongs to
the JmjN domain of KDM4A, compared to the analogous
complex with H3(7–12)K9me3. The Fe(IV)]O complex with
CP2(R6Kme3) also shows some increased anticorrelations
compared to the analogous complex with H3(7–12)K9me3, in
particular between residues 180–200 (b7, b8 and b9 of DSBH,
ound KDM4A. (a) Potential energy profile for HAT and rebound step for
2+ZPE)/MM level of theory. (b) The barrier for multiple HAT at the
rresponding IM2. Barriers are in kcal mol�1, distances in Å and angles in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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andmixed domain) with residues 20–150 (JmjN domain, b3 and
b4 of DSBH).

The residues stabilizing the RCs and TSs in the O2-activation
and the hydrogen atom abstraction reactions with
CP2(R6Kme3) (Tyr177, Lys241 and Asn290) are the same as in
H3(7–12)K9me3 (Fig. S3†). Comparison of the correlated
motions for these residues with the H3(7–12)K9me3 and
CP2(R6Kme3) complexes show similar patterns, with slightly
more differences in the Fe(III)–O2 complexes than in the Fe(IV)-
oxo complexes. For example, the correlation between residues
31–35 (a2) helix and 356–358 (Zn, Fe and 2OG/succinate
binding) are unique to H3(7–12)K9me3 compared to the
Fe(III)-superoxo complexes of CP2(R6Kme3). The differences in
the correlated motions between the residues that stabilize the
key catalytic species in KDM4A with different substrate types,
raise the possibility of the identifying compounds that modu-
late KDM4A catalysis with a particular substrate.
3.8 Comparison of catalysis and correlated motions in
KDM4A and PHF8

The KDM7 (PHF8) subfamily of JmjC KDMs act on H3K9me2/
me1, in contrast to the H3K9me3/2 demethylase activity of the
KDM4s. In KDM4A, the N3-lysine trimethylated group (M3L) is
bound by electrostatic interactions, including with Tyr177,
Lys241 and Asn290. With PHF8, Ile191 (PHF8), Arg460 (H3R8),
and Phe250 (PHF8) are involved in binding of the N3-lysine di-
methyl group.23a These and other active site differences
between KDM4A and PHF8 mean the substrate's H3K9Me2
group is boundmore snugly to PHF8 than the H3K9Me1–3 group
of KDM4A, resulting in their different selectivities. PHF8 also
has a smaller radius of gyration for the active site cavity than
KDM4A (Fig. S11 of ESI†). Ile191 of PHF8 makes a strong
correlation with non-DSBH beta strands through residues 157–
161 that belong to b1III. In PHF8, the correlated motions in both
the Fe(III)–O2

� substrate and Fe(IV)-oxo substrate complexes
have similar intensity, whereas KDM4A shows slightly less
intense correlations for the Fe(IV)-oxo compared to the Fe(III)–
O2

� substrate complex. Overall, the general nature of correlated
motions of crucial residues involved in catalysis with second
sphere residues appear to be similar in general for KDM4A and
PHF8. However, differences are apparent, where KDM4A shows
more correlated motions with b15 and b9 of DSBH, while PHF8
with b1III at the active site entrance and a surface exposed loop
region that connects a9 and a10.
4. Conclusions

The combined studies with MD and QM/MM calculations
highlight the importance of correlated motions in both
enabling substrate selectivity and efficient catalysis for 2OG
oxygenases. Due to their ability to accept substrates with
different sequence and N-methylation state selectivities, the
JmjC KDMs, including the KDM4s, are of particular interest
from the perspective of understanding structural dynamics
during catalysis. The results imply correlated motions of
protein domains are employed by KDM4A to enable strict
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
molecular orbital control of reactive intermediates during the
multiple steps in its mechanism.

KDM4A possesses pre-juxtaposed residues in its active site
that hold its substrates in a manner that enforces a close to
linear Fe–O/HC angle (with “CH” being the H-atom of the
substrate to be activated) at the ferryl intermediate stage so
enabling efficient hydrogen atom transfer (HAT). Lower HAT
barriers were obtained for shorter O/H distances and more
linear Fe–O–H angles. “Linear positioning” of the substrate thus
facilitates electron transfer to the (Fe–O) s*

z2 antibonding
orbital, which is the favorable HAT trajectory in high spin non-
heme ferryl-oxo intermediates.36

The results identify Lys241, Tyr177, and Asn290 as key
second sphere residues that orient the substrate in the active
site. In silico substitutions of these residues with Ala resulted in
altered substrate N3-methylated lysine side chain orientations
with non-productive geometries for the HAT. The results of
substitution of Lys241 correlate with experimental reports of
loss of activity in corresponding variants, by implying the
catalytic cycle will halt at the Fe(IV)-oxo stage without proceeding
to substrate hydroxylation.22a Dynamic cross-correlation studies
support the importance of second sphere residues in catalysis.
Ser288 and Thr289 of KDM4A correlate with the Fe binding
ligands. These correlated motions may reect the experimental
observations that ST 288–289 substitutions to TV, NV, or GG
ablate KDM4A activity, whereas substitution to AI alters the
binding specicity of dimethylated (H3-K9me2) and trimethy-
lated (H3-K9me3) substrates.22b

Studies with a tight binding cyclic macrocyclic peptide
(CP2(R6Kme3)) inhibitor/substrate21c complement the ndings
with the natural substrate. With CP2(R6Kme3), at the Fe(IV)-oxo
stage, the Fe–O–H angle was found to deviate from linearity
compared to the natural substrate, likely due to a non optimal
orientation of Kme3 in CP2(R6Kme3) in the active site for
demethylation, possibly relating to the tight binding and
inhibitory nature of the cyclic peptide.21c The exibility of the
active site and second sphere residue contributions enable
reaction of CP2(R6Kme3) to proceed at the active site with
a similar rate compared to H3(7–12)K9me3. Given the different
active site binding modes of CP2(R6Kme3) and the natural H3-
K9me3/2 or H3-K36me3/2 substrates the results thus imply that
KDM4A and likely other KDM4 enzymes have the potential to
demethylate non-histone non N3-methyl lysine substrates as
proposed based on studies with multiple peptides.3e,41 This
result also imply that the long-range motions related to catalysis
will enable novel allosteric binding sites and that this knowl-
edge can be further used in drug design.

The catalytically important residues in KDM4A differ from
those in PHF8 and their correlated motions manifest differ-
ences. For example, the crucial active site residues in KDM4A
shows pronounced correlated motions with b15 and b9 of
DSBH, while in PHF8 with b1III and a surface-exposed loop that
connects a9 and a10. The identication of differences in
correlated motions for different JmjC KDMs raises the possi-
bility of modulating their reactivity for particular substrate
types, e.g. by mutation or of binding of ligands to specic
regions of the protein that correlate with active site motions.
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 9950–9961 | 9959
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Knowledge of how enzyme-specic residues and their correlated
motions are involved in JmjC KDM catalysis could also help
with the identication of improved inhibitors, including
derivatives of substrate competitors such as CP2, to comple-
ment established inhibitors, which work by binding to the
active site Fe(II).6
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